APPLICATION FOR RECOGNITION
OF RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
(for the purposes of being a thesis director or participation on tribunals)

The recognition of the research experience for the purposes of being a thesis supervisor or
participation in thesis committees at the University of Zaragoza is hereby requested. The
undersigned DECLARES the veracity of the data provided and IS WARNED that the inaccuracy
or falsity of the same will determine the ex officio rejection of this application, with the concomitant
delay of the associated processes.
PERSONAL DETAILS
Surname(s):

Name:

Academic Category:

DNI/Passport:

University awarding
doctor qualification:
Department/Institute:

Doctor qualification issuing date:
University/Institution:

Address:

E-mail:

CERTIFIED RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
* BRANCH OF KNOWLEDGE (required):

Post Code:

Town:

Engineering & Architecture

* SUB-FIELD:

* FIELD CNEAI (see bellow):

(for Engineering & Architecture)

Five accomplishments are provided, chosen from among the complete research history of the applicant. Give the
full reference for the contributions** (see example of the first entry and overwrite it), patents, projects, etc.
Q
FULL REFERENCE (authors, title, journal, year, vol., pages, DOI or PMID)
DB
IF
1.

Retzer, A.; Aiyegbusi, O.L.; Rowe, A.; Newsome, P.N.; Douglas-Pugh, J.; Khan, S.; Mittal, S.; Wilson, R.; O'Connor,
D.; Campbell, L.; Mitchell, S.A.; Calvert, M. The value of patient-reported outcomes in early-phase clinical trials.
Food Sci Nutr. 2021, 10(1), 21-38. doi: 10.1002/fsn3.2636. PMID: 35035907

2.

3.

4.

5.
* Branches: The specific assessment criteria by branch of knowledge, can be checked below.
**The following need to be given for publications: DataBase (DB), Impact Factor (IF) and Quartile (Q)
[Indispensable: JCR in Health Sciences, Sciences and Engineering; preferred in Architecture and the rest of the branches].

Applicant's signature
Signed: …………………………………………………
DECISION:
Given the accomplishments, the Doctoral Commission, in its session on ..................................................
recognises

■

does not recognise

that the applicant has the necessary research experience to direct a thesis or participate in the tribunals.
In Zaragoza, on............ ..................................... 20....
President of The Doctoral Committee

Signed:
Note: If already in possession of recognised research experience, it need not be applied for again.
The details must be entered using a typewriter or computer

DOCTORAL COMMITTEE PRESIDENT

CRITERIA FOR RECOGNITION OF RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
In its meeting on 24 February 2016, the Doctoral Commission agreed to follow the criteria established by the National
Research Activity Assessment Commission (CNEAI) for its eleven fields.
The criteria which are in force at the time the application is presented will be applied to the applicants. These criteria,
published in the BOE http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2015/11/30/pdfs/BOE‐A‐2015‐12970.pdf, can be consulted from the
Doctorate website.
a) When requesting recognition of research experience, the candidate will note the branch of knowledge and the CNEAI
field in which they should be assessed. The sub‐field should also be given for Engineering and Architecture.
Then, the correlation between the branch of knowledge (on which the application will be assessed by the Doctoral
Commission at the University) and the CNEAI fields:
Sciences:
Field 1 Mathematics & Physics
Field 2 Chemistry
Field 3: Cellular & Molecular Biology
Field 5 Natural Sciences
Health Sciences:
Field 4: Biomedical Sciences
Engineering & Architecture:
Field 6: Engineering & Architecture
Three sub‐fields:
6.1. Mechanical & Production Technology
6.2. Computational & Electronic Engineering
6.3. Architecture, Civil Engineering, Construction & Urban Planning
Social & Legal Sciences:
Field 7: Political & Social Sciences of Behaviour & Education
Field 8 Economic & Business Sciences
Field 9: Law & Jurisprudence
Arts & Humanities
Field 10 History, Geography & Arts
Field 11 Philosophy, Languages &
Linguistics

b) Where pertinent in bordering or cross‐disciplinary subjects, the Doctoral Commission may request assessment by
spokespersons from another field.
c) The achievements presented for assessment may correspond to an entire academic or professional life. They need not
correspond to six consecutive years, or to the six years preceding the application date.
These criteria, published in the BOE and typically updated on an annual basis, can be consulted from the Doctorate website.

In accordance with the provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 on Personal Data Protection, please be aware that your data will be added to
the students' file, whose purpose is academic and administrative management, in addition to management of your participation in the services
at the University of Zaragoza. You may exercise your right to access, rectify and cancel data may be exercised in writing to the Administrator.

